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Plastic frame
Plastic lens
Non-Polarized
UV Protection Coating coating
Lens width: 2.68 inches
! ! ! [High-quality material]: (Note: it will be very thick and heavy, please confirm the size carefully
before ordering.) SHEEN KELLY sunglasses are made of high-quality and strong materials. In
addition, the glasses are also equipped with high-quality alloys and fine hinges to ensure a long
service life.
Appropriate occasion: Used for performances, very flashy. It is a perfect choice for people who like
role-playing. At the same time, you can also wear everyday travel. It is an ideal gift for men, boys,
boyfriends, husbands for birthdays, Valentine's Day, Christmas, Thanksgiving and other holiday
gifts.Tips
1-Never clean your sunglasses with paper towels or clothing, which can leave scratches.Just use
clean water and included cloth to clean it.
2-Never leave your sunglasses under car's front window, especially in summer. Prolonged exposure
to the oven-like temperatures inside a car can degrade the lens.
THE LENS EFFECT
SHEEN KELLY's sunglasses have HD vision and 100%UV400 prection,that can filter out sunlight.
Features
Appropriate occasion: Used for performances, very flashy. It is a perfect choice for people who like
role-playing. At the same time, you can also wear everyday travel. It is an ideal gift for men, boys,
boyfriends, husbands for birthdays, Valentine's Day, Christmas, Thanksgiving and other holiday
gifts.
Perfect 80s 90s style: Absolutely in line with the theme of the 80s 90s party It is party accessories
and hip-hop costume jewelry. Add luster to men and women, they will let you win the clothing
competition.
UV400 protection: The UVA rating of SHEEN KELLY lenses is 100%. UV400 sunglasses are
important to protect your eyes from long-term UV damage.
Detail
FASHION LUCURY DESIGN
Extra thick frame with stylish decor, Used For a Show, Very Flashy.
STURDY SCREW
The hinge selection of quality combo kit.effective prevent the screws off ensures smooth opening
and closing of the temple
COMFORTALE NOSE PAD
The stylish sunglasses and the non-squeezing nose pads ensure a comfortable day, the nose is
not easily deformed, everyone can use it, no allergies
Anti-skid Temple
The legs outstanding antislip performance.the radian is quite match ergonomics more comfprtable
and natural
UV400 tester detection
UV400 instrument testing meets industry standards and effectively blocks ultraviolet rays.
100% UV400 protection is equipped with high-definition mirror to protect your eyes from ultraviolet
rays.
Ultraviolet rays can harm our eyes and even cause eye diseases that cannot be underestimated.Our
sunglasses can greatly reduce the damage of ultraviolet rays to the eyes, and are the best gift to
spend the holiday!
SHEEN KELLY's sunglasses are specially designed for you!
Colorful for your choice

SHEEN KELLY has a wide variety of glasses, which have a variety of colors, unique design, large
size, and can also bring a sense of security and fashion when matched with clothing and hairstyles.
DISCOVER THE SHEEN KELLY DIFFERENCE
Ultra-light frame: Wear this sunglasses for a comfortable and stylish feel.
Oversized frame design, suitable for parties, photos, best gifts.
Made of high quality materials. This is very safe for you.
The face is the first part people see, and the "eyes" are the most memorable.
Only a kind of fashionable glasses can change people's first impression.
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